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Ideas Of The Great Philosophers
Invaluable wisdom on living a good life from one of the Enlightenment's greatest
philosophers David Hume (1711–1776) is perhaps best known for his ideas about
cause and effect and his criticisms of religion, but he is rarely thought of as a
philosopher with practical wisdom to offer. Yet Hume's philosophy is grounded in
an honest assessment of nature—human nature in particular. The Great Guide is
an engaging and eye-opening account of how Hume's thought should serve as
the basis for a complete approach to life. In this enthralling book, Julian Baggini
masterfully interweaves biography with intellectual history and philosophy to give
us a complete vision of Hume's guide to life. He follows Hume on his life's
journey, literally walking in the great philosopher's footsteps as Baggini takes
readers to the places that inspired Hume the most, from his family estate near
the Scottish border to Paris, where, as an older man, he was warmly embraced
by French society. Baggini shows how Hume put his philosophy into practice in a
life that blended reason and passion, study and leisure, and relaxation and
enjoyment. The Great Guide includes 145 Humean maxims for living well, on
topics ranging from the meaning of success and the value of travel to friendship,
facing death, identity, and the importance of leisure. This book shows how life is
far richer with Hume as your guide.
Philosophy comes from the Greek words philo (love of) and sophia (wisdom). It
was - and still is - an attempt to understand as much as one can about the world,
a holistic approach toward knowledge. It was only during the industrial revolution
that we began to put scientists, researchers, and mechanics on one side, and
philosophers on the other. In so doing, we placed a great divide between
information associated with science and math, and the knowledge associated
with experience, morality, conduct, and the spiritual world. We therefore have an
unflattering view of today's philosophers, as many are considered religious nuts
or morality freaks. But this is unfair. Since Philosophy is an attempt to create a
rational understanding of the world, it still has immense practical value especially since there's still a lot we don't know. The greatest philosophers were
those who challenged existing norms, and in so doing, changed the world. This
book was written to help you get to know some of the great Greek philosophers
who made the Western World what it is today. We'll begin with pre-Socratic
philosophy, then move on to classical philosophy which continues to shape our
modern world. This book will also explain how some of the great philosophers
thought, so you can better understand the philosophical mindset and apply it in
your own life.
The Encyclopedia of American Philosophy provides coverage of the major
figures, concepts, historical periods and traditions in American philosophical
thought. Containing over 600 entries written by scholars who are experts in the
field, this Encyclopedia is the first of its kind. It is a scholarly reference work that
is accessible to the ordinary reader by explaining complex ideas in simple terms
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and providing ample cross-references to facilitate further study. The
Encyclopedia of American Philosophy contains a thorough analytical index and
will serve as a standard, comprehensive reference work for universities and
colleges. Topics covered include: Great philosophers: Emerson, Dewey, James,
Royce, Peirce, Santayana Subjects: Pragmatism, Progress, the Future,
Knowledge, Democracy, Growth, Truth Influences on American Philosophy:
Hegel, Aristotle, Plato, British Enlightenment, Reformation Self-Assessments:
Joe Margolis, Donald Davidson, Susan Haack, Peter Hare, John McDermott,
Stanley Cavell Ethics: Value, Pleasure, Happiness, Duty, Judgment, Growth
Political Philosophy: Declaration of Independence, Democracy, Freedom,
Liberalism, Community, Identity
Inleidend overzicht tot en met de 19e eeuw.
Brief sketches of the lives of twenty philosophers from Plato to Santayana.
Examines the history of speculative thought by focusing on such dominant
personalities as Plato, Bacon, Spinoza, Kant, Schopenhauer, and Nietzsche
Leszek Ko±akowski explores 23 questions asked by great philosophers,
introducing us to the great ideas and philosophers of Western thought.
Demystifying the key ideas of the world's greatest philosophers, and exploring all of the
most important branches of thought including philosophy of science, philosophy of
religion and feminist philosophy in a uniquely visual way, this ebook is the perfect
introduction to the history of philosophy. A clear and accessible guide to philosophy,
How Philosophy Works combines bold infographics and jargon-free text to demystify
fundamental concepts. Covering everything from ethics to epistemology and
phenomenology, the book presents the ideas and theories of key philosophical
traditions and philosophers - from Plato and Socrates to Nietzsche and Wittgenstein via
Kant - in a novel, easy-to-understand way. Its infographics will help you to understand
the elements of philosophy on a conceptual level and, by tackling life's "big questions",
it will help you to look at the world in an entirely new way. With its unique graphic
approach and clear, authoritative text, How Philosophy Works is the perfect introduction
to philosophy, and the ideal companion to DK's The Philosophy Book in the "Big Ideas"
series.
101 Great Philosophers is a concise and accessible guide to 101 of the greatest minds
that contributed to the legacy of western philosophy. From the ancient Greeks to
present-day thinkers, Madsen Pirie employs concise entries, each on a single page, to
give a snapshot of the contribution made by 100 key philosophers to the development
of this fascinating subject. This book provides a sparkling insight into the lives and
times of each philosopher covered -- explaining just why what they had to say was so
innovative and inspiring. Essential reading for anyone coming to the subject for the first
time, this book is an indispensible introduction to the most important ideas in the history
of western thought.
Ideas of the Great PhilosophersBarnes & Noble Publishing
Some of the most important principles of modern society were founded hundreds, even
thousands, of years ago. Readers explore the lives of some of the greatest
philosophers and thinkers of all time, from Socrates to Sartre. Topics covered include,
how they lived, what their principles were, and what kind of an impact they have on
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modern society.
Philosophy is one of the most intimidating and difficult of disciplines, as any of its
students can attest. This book is an important entry in a distinctive new series from
Routledge:The Great Philosophers. Breaking down obstacles to understanding the
ideas of history's greatest thinkers, these brief, accessible, and affordable volumes offer
essential introductions to the great philosophers of the Western tradition from Plato to
Wittgenstein. In just 64 pages, each author, a specialist on his subject, places the
philosopher and his ideas into historical perspective. Each volume explains, in simple
terms, the basic concepts, enriching the narrative through the effective use of
biographical detail. And instead of attempting to explain the philosopher's entire
intellectual history, which can be daunting, this series takes one central theme in each
philosopher's work, using it to unfold the philosopher's thoughts.
Part of the GREAT PHILOSOPHERS series. John Locke 1632-1704 What Newton did
for physics in the seventeenth century, Locke did for philosophy. The revolution
wrought by these two giants established the intellectual underpinnings of the modern
world. Yet out own age has called their contributions into question. While Newton's
universe has come to seem unduly mechanistic, Locke has been out of favour for his
wordy rhetoric, the apparent imprecision of his thought and the perceived irrelevance of
his once-radical empiricism. This fascinating guide restores an underrated thinker to his
rightful place at the very centre of modern philosophical enquiry. Basing his exposition
upon a resourceful re-reading of An Essay concerning Human Understanding, Michael
Ayers explains the historical significance of Locke's philosophical project, and its
continuing capacity to challenge and compel.
A kid-friendly introduction to some of life's biggest questions, from the nature of reality
to the origins of life, includes engaging graphics, descriptions of conceptual thinking
and profiles of leading philosophers.

A brilliant and concise account of the lives and ideas of the great
philosophers--Plato, Aristotle, Bacon, Spinoza, Voltaire, Kant, Schopenhauer,
Spencer, Nietzsche, Bergson, Croce, Russell, Santayana, James and
Dewey--The Story of Philosophy is one of the great books of our time. The Story
of Philosophy is a key book for any reader who wishes to survey the history and
development of philosophical ideas in the Western world.
The wisdom of famous philosophers distilled into practical takeaways for modern
readers For centuries, philosophers have considered the “big questions” of
human life, mulling over everything from ethics to the definition of reality. Their
ideas and insights are powerful and innovative, but often inaccessible and far too
academic for most readers. In The Philosophy Cure: Lessons on Living from the
Great Philosophers, scholar and expert on Cartesian philosophy, Laurence
Devillairs has stripped away the convoluted language, translating the core ideas
and wisdom of some of the most prominent philosophers into simple concepts for
modern readers. She skillfully reveals that far from being impractical or distantly
academic, philosophy is, at its heart, a deeply useful discipline ultimately
concerned with what it means to live a good and fulfilling life. Perfect for readers
who are intrigued with philosophy, but who are uninterested in reading dense
academic texts, The Philosophy Cure reveals the true wisdom of the best-known
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philosophers—from Socrates to Kant and Descartes.
Volume 2 presents the great metaphysicians of West and East, the substance
and character of their ideas, and their historical position in philosophy, including
Anaximander, Plotinus, Spinoza, Heraclitus, Anselm, Lao-Tzu, Parmenides,
Nicholas of Cusa, and Nagarjuna.
Since the beginning of time mankind has struggled with the big questions
surrounding our existence. Whilst most people have heard of Socrates,
Machiavelli and Nietzsche, many are less clear on their theories and key
concepts. In The Great Philosophers, bestselling author Stephen Law condenses
and deciphers their fundamental ideas. Avoiding the technical jargon and
complex logic associated with most books on philosophy, Law brings the
thoughts of these great thinkers, from Confucius and Buddha to Wittgenstein and
Sartre, to life.
The bestselling classic that examines the history of economic thought from Adam
Smith to Karl Marx—“all the economic lore most general readers conceivably
could want to know, served up with a flourish” (The New York Times). The
Worldly Philosophers not only enables us to see more deeply into our history but
helps us better understand our own times. In this seventh edition, Robert L.
Heilbroner provides a new theme that connects thinkers as diverse as Adam
Smith and Karl Marx. The theme is the common focus of their highly varied
ideas—namely, the search to understand how a capitalist society works. It is a
focus never more needed than in this age of confusing economic headlines. In a
bold new concluding chapter entitled “The End of the Worldly Philosophy?”
Heilbroner reminds us that the word “end” refers to both the purpose and limits
of economics. This chapter conveys a concern that today’s increasingly
“scientific” economics may overlook fundamental social and political issues that
are central to economics. Thus, unlike its predecessors, this new edition provides
not just an indispensable illumination of our past but a call to action for our future.
What do Socrates, Hypatia, Giordano Bruno, Thomas More, and Jan Patocka
have in common? First, they were all faced one day with the most difficult of
choices: stay faithful to your ideas and die or renounce them and stay alive.
Second, they all chose to die. Their spectacular deaths have become not only an
integral part of their biographies, but are also inseparable from their work. A
"death for ideas" is a piece of philosophical work in its own right; Socrates may
have never written a line, but his death is one of the greatest philosophical bestsellers of all time. Dying for Ideas explores the limit-situation in which
philosophers find themselves when the only means of persuasion they can use is
their own dying bodies and the public spectacle of their death. The book tells the
story of the philosopher's encounter with death as seen from several angles: the
tradition of philosophy as an art of living; the body as the site of selftranscending; death as a classical philosophical topic; taming death and selffashioning; finally, the philosophers' scapegoating and their live performance of a
martyr's death, followed by apotheosis and disappearance into myth. While
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rooted in the history of philosophy, Dying for Ideas is an exercise in breaking
disciplinary boundaries. This is a book about Socrates and Heidegger, but also
about Gandhi's "fasting unto death" and self-immolation; about Girard and
Passolini, and self-fashioning and the art of the essay.
“Brains before bullets” – ancient and modern wisdom for “mechanics and
motorcycle enthusiasts” Essential reading for fans of the show, this book takes
readers deeper into the Sons of Anarchy Motorcycle Club, the Teller-Morrow
family, and the ethics that surround their lives and activities. Provides fascinating
moral insights into Sons of Anarchy, its key characters, plot lines and ideas
Investigates compelling philosophical issues centering on loyalty, duty, the ethics
of war, authority, religion and whether the ends justify the means Teaches
complex philosophical ideas in a way that’s accessible to the general interest
reader in order to inspire them to further reading of the great philosophers
Authors use their deep knowledge of the show to illuminate themes that are not
always apparent even to die-hard fans
SCM Briefly 25 Great Philosophers offers a brief guide to the lives, writings and
principal philosophical ideas of some of the world’s great philosophers, from
Plato to Jean Paul Sartre. Here is a brief and accessible introduction to
philosophy and its main proponents. In only five pages, readers get an
introduction to the life, the context and the writing of each philosopher. A glossary
of philosophical terms is provided at the end of the book
If you never understood why Plato's philosophy of Ideal Forms is called Realism,
Ideas of the Great Philosophers makes ideal reading. This compact book
provides a veritable brief history of philosophy, offering precise descriptions of
the major branches of philosophical thought and exploring the contributions of
great thinkers to the various fields of philosophic inquiry. -- Amazon.
From one of the leading existentialists of our times, an insightful study of two
titans of Western philosophy, one pre-Christian and one Christian. Edited by
Hannah Arendt; Index. Translated by Ralph Manheim.
This book is designed as a survey of classical ideas on eternity and immortality
and as an introduction to the works of some of the great philosophers, men such
as Kant, Aquinas, Augustine, Aristotle. It is not intended to be a complete history
of all the philosophy on these two subjects but a collection of the foremost
writings and ideas not ordinarily available to the reader unless he or she has the
time to consult many separate volumes of material.
Traces the major movements of and contributors to philosophic thought by
examining such major issues as fate, immortality, education, and society.
Drawing on the writings of the great philosophers, You Kant Make it Up sends the
reader on thrilling, non-stop tour of their most outrageous and counter-intuitive
conclusions. Harry Potter is real. Matter doesn't exist. Dan Brown is better than
Shakespeare. All these statements stem from philosophy's greatest minds, from
Plato to Nietzsche. What were they thinking? Overflowing with compelling
arguments for the downright strange - many of which are hugely influential today
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- popular philosopher Gary Hayden shows that just because something is odd,
doesn't mean that someone hasn't argued for it. Spanning ethics, logic, politics,
sex and religion, this unconventional introduction to philosophy will challenge
your assumptions, expand your horizons, infuriate, entertain and amuse you.
From Confucius and Plato to Karl Marx and Noam Chomsky, this ebook brings
together more than 100 illustrated biographies of the world's great philosophers.
Introduced with a stunning portrait of each featured philosopher, each profile
traces the ideas, friendships, loves, and rivalries that inspired the world's greatest
thinkers and influenced their work, offering revealing insights into what drove
them to question the meaning of life, and come up with new ways of
understanding the world and the history of ideas. Lavishly illustrated with
photographs and paintings of philosophers, their homes, friends, studies, and
their personal belongings, together with pages from original manuscripts, first
editions, and correspondence, this ebook introduces the key ideas, themes, and
working methods of each featured individual, setting their ideas within a wider
historical and cultural context. Charting the development of ideas across the
centuries in both the East and West, from ancient Chinese philosophy to the work
of contemporary thinkers, Philosophers provides a compelling glimpse into the
personal lives, loves, and influences of the great philosophers as they probed
into life's "big ideas".
Philosophy Park is a beginner's guide to philosophy, which introduces young
readers to the ideas of some of the world's most famous philosophers, both
ancient and modern. The book includes notes on each philosopher and a story
based on what they had to say about a key philosophical issue or problem. Yet,
Philosophy Park doesn't just set out their ideas. It engages the reader in the
thought of the philosophers, and it makes ideas - often regarded as difficult for
adults - come alive for children. While there are many popular books on
philosophy for adults and a handful for children, Philosophy Park - presented in a
story book format - is the first to directly explore the thought of famous
philosophers for the 10-12 age group. [Philosophy Park is also available as an
accompanying teacher resource book (ISBN 978 1 74286 192 0) that provides
educators with a practical guide for using the book in the classroom, as well as
carefully constructed topic questions, activities, and exercises with which to
extend student thinking and discussion. The resource book will be particularly
welcomed by teachers who are beginning to grapple with the renewed emphasis
being placed on critical and creative thinking in curriculum.]
Great Philosophers tells the story of Western philosophy through the thought of
its main protagonists, the great philosophers. The narrative begins with the
Presocratic philosophers Heraclitus and Parmenides and ends in recent times, as
each philosopher wrestles with the problems and solutions of his or her
predecessors. Along the way, Jeffrey Reid provides an engaging introduction to
many of the principal ideas of luminaries such as Plato, Descartes, Hume, Kant,
Hegel, Nietzsche and Sartre. Great Philosophers not only provides an ideal
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introduction to philosophical thought, but also an original understanding of the
discipline of philosophy itself. The book aims not only to recount an important
tradition, but also to reveal something about how it has affected who we are.
A collection on the historical introduction to human nature.
Philosophy is a discipline committed to helping us live wiser and less sorrowful
lives. This book artfully draws together 40 of the greatest and most useful ideas
found in philosophy, taking us on a journey around key concepts from both
Eastern and Western cultures.We are invited to sample the distinctive wisdom of
Eastern philosophy via tea drinking ceremonies, walks in bamboo forests,
contemplations of rivers and ritualised flower arranging sessions. From Western
culture we seek the teachings of some of the greatest minds throughout history
including Machiavellianism and Stoicism.This essential guide to philosophy
reminds us of the wit, humanity and relevance of a number of great philosophers
including Nietzsche, Heidegger, Confucius, Lao Tzu and Buddha. Essential
thoughts about love, work, anxiety, self-knowledge andhappiness are examined,
highlighted and inspiringly presented here so they can work their consoling effect
where it is most needed: in our daily lives.
Through a series of imagined discussions between renowned philosophers and
critical interlocutors, Steinitz presents classical positions on topics such as
mind/body, epistemology, and freedom/determinism for undergraduates without a
background in philosophical reading. Paper edition (unseen), $6.95. Annotation
copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
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